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Still absolutely opposed to this debacle while traveling down Hume Road I realized the East-West
trajectory and how Hume Road will be like the sun in the summertime and horrible with a drifting
bumps in the winter time as it's already horrible now this will only exacerbate the problem I have so
many issues there is no way in a little email we could possibly cover them all as you have spoken
with me before you know I am quite forward and will tell you what I think we can talk about the
endangered species of birds three different kinds of woodpeckers the beautiful reemergence of the
Eagles we can talk about the people in the fields after I complained last time about it being historic
lands they had teams of people walking through the fields like search parties in search of bodies but
they weren't looking for bodies they were looking for artifacts I saw them bend over a few times in
the front field look at something show it to the other people in the line they were with and then stick
it in their pocket what artifact was it they found that they took off the land where it belonged who
were those people what state did they come from what business do they have stealing artifacts from
the historic fort amanda area, all of this is beyond troubling it is abhorrent and I really think the
board members should give me a call because I think it's about time they get an earful of what a
lifelong resident of this area really thinks about what's going on somebody who can't be bought by
Chanel or Kevin or anybody else from light source BP
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